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Abstract 

The measurement of  trade  costs  and  their  effects on outcome  is  at  the heart of  a  large 
quantitative  literature  in  international  economics.  The majority  of  the  recent  significant 
contributions  on  the matter  assumes  that  trade  consists  of  a  product  of  exporter‐time‐
specific  factors,  importer‐time‐specific  factors,  and  country‐pair‐time‐specific  trade  costs, 
and  that  log  trade  costs  are  additively  composed of  a parameterized part  and  a  residual 
part.  We  demonstrate  that  residual  trade  costs  are  relatively  important  and  that  the 
parameters  on  observable  trade‐cost  measures  as  well  as  the  structural  country‐time‐
specific  variables  or  parameters  are  inevitably  biased  no matter  of whether models  are 
estimated by ordinary least‐squares or by exponential‐family models. The reason is that the 
country‐specific variables are endogenous to the residual trade costs, regardless of whether 
they are captured by iteratively‐solved structural terms or by country‐time fixed effects. As 
a  result,  quantifications  of  effects  of  trade  costs  and  comparative  static  results  are  also 
biased. Apart  from diagnosing  this problem,  the paper provides  remedies  for  it. All of  the 
proposed  remedies  involve  binary  indicator  variables  (fixed  effects)  only,  and  they  are 
nonlinear in both variables and parameters. We therefore dub these approaches as ones of 
a  constrained  analysis of  variance  (CANOVA) of bilateral exports or  imports. We propose 
saturated as well as unsaturated versions of  the CANOVA approach  for both cross‐section 
and panel data. The saturated approach uses up all degrees of  freedom and estimates as 
many parameters  as  there  are observations on bilateral exports or  imports, providing  an 
exact decomposition of bilateral trade into trade costs and country‐specific parameters. The 
unsaturated  approaches  do  not  use  up  all  degrees  of  freedom  and  estimate  fewer 
parameters  than  there  are  observations  on  bilateral  exports  or  imports,  providing  an 
approximate  decomposition  of  bilateral  trade  into  trade  costs  and  country‐specific 
parameters. We  demonstrate  that with  panel  data  an  unsaturated model with  exporter‐
time, importer‐time and country‐pair effects works quite well relative to both the saturated 
model as well as models with parameterized  trade‐cost  functions. The  conclusions of  the 
CANOVA  models  regarding  the  importance  of  trade  costs  for  trade  turn  out  to  be 
substantially different from the ones implied by the conventional parameterized trade‐cost‐
function models 
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1 Introduction

Most modern gravity models assume that log bilateral trade flows (exports or imports) between countries at

any time are an additive function of log exporter-time, log importer-time, and log country-pair-time factors.

Country-pair-time factors are dubbed trade costs and they exert a nonlinear impact on country-time-specific

structural parameters as well as on bilateral trade flows.1 Trade costs in logs are assumed to be an additive

function of a parameterized part – typically, a log-additive function of observable trade-cost measures – and

of a residual.2 This paper demonstrates that such an approach leads to inevitably biased estimates not only

of total bilateral trade costs but also of structural country-time-specific parameters, and this is the case,

irrespective of whether the country-time-specific parameters are solved iteratively as implicit functions of

trade costs or whether they are estimated as parameters (fixed effects) on country-time-specific indicator

variables.

We also argue that it is irrelevant for the argument whether one uses ordinary least-squares on the log-

transformed model or exponential-family estimators with the multiplicative model for identification, or

whether one analyzes cross-section or panel data. The bias roots in the fact that the country-specific

structural parameters depend on all trade costs, only part of which is measured (parameterized) so that

there is correlation with the model residual (i.e., residual trade costs). Since the country-specific parame-

ters are nonlinear functions of parameterized and residual trade costs, all measures of interest are biased:

estimated trade costs and structural country-time-specific parameters. We demonstrate that the problem of

residual trade costs which are not captured by the parametrization of the trade-cost function induces a bias

with laboratory data-sets that are simulated in compliance with the general-equilibrium model structure of

modern gravity models as well as with real data. Moreover, we provide evidence that the conclusions drawn

about the importance of trade costs relative to other factors (e.g., factor endowments and productivity) for

observed changes in trade flows are fundamentally biased when relying on gravity models with traditionally

parameterized trade-cost functions and sizable residual trade costs.

We propose a remedy to this problem, which relies on saturated versus unsaturated versions of a model with

binary indicator variables and a set of constraints only. We dub this model a constrained analysis of variance

(CANOVA) approach. The constraints of that model are the same as in all modern gravity models, and

they simply ensure that a country’s total income equals total expenditures (up to some measured deficit or

surplus). However, these constraints make the model nonlinear not only in binary indicator variables but

also parameters.

The saturated CANOVA version decomposes trade flows across country pairs and time exactly (without resid-

ual) into trade costs, exporter-time, and importer-time factors in compliance with the general-equilibrium

model structure. With cross-sectional data, the model involves an exhaustive set of exporter, importer,

and exporter-by-importer binary indicators together with suitably many constraints. With a time series of

cross-sectional data, the model is based on an exhaustive set of exporter-time, importer-time, and exporter-

importer-time binary indicators, again in conjunction with suitably many constraints. Variants of this

approach have been applied by Balistreri and Rutherford, (2012), Burstein and Vogel (2012), Arkolakis,

1See Harrigan (1996), Anderson and van Wincoop (2003, 2004), Feenstra (2004), Balistreri and Hilberry (2007), Helpman,
Melitz, and Rubinstein (2008), Bergstrand, Egger, and Larch (2013) and Fally (2014) for a selected list of applications.

2See Eaton and Kortum (2002), Anderson and van Wincoop (2004), Helpman, Melitz, and Rubinstein (2008), Hanson and
Xiang (2009), Flam and Nordström (2011), Manova (2013), Archanskaia and Daudin (2014), or Santos Silva, Tenreyro, and
Wei (2014) for leading examples.
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Ramondo, Rodŕıguez-Clare, and Yeaple (2013) , Eaton, Kortum, Neiman, and Romalis (2013), and Allen,

Arkolakis, and Takahashi (2014). However, the results of such an approach have never been contrasted

systematically with the outcome of parameterized trade-cost functions.

The unsaturated CANOVA version decomposes trade flows across country pairs and time approximately

(with residual) into trade costs, exporter-time, and importer-time factors in compliance with the general-

equilibrium model structure. With cross-sectional data, such a model involves an exhaustive set of exporter

and importer indicator variables and, e.g., dyadic binary indicators with suitably many constraints.3 With

a time series of cross-sectional data, the model is based on an exhaustive set of exporter-time and importer-

time indicators and, e.g., exporter-importer time-invariant binary indicators or dyadic-time binary indicators,

again with suitably many constraints. Some earlier research has used such unsaturated structures for binary

indicator variables (see Baltagi, Egger, and Pfaffermayr, 2003; Baldwin and Taglioni, 2006; for so-called

three-way models with exporter-time, importer-time, and exporter-importer fixed effects), but the respective

approaches have neither relied on specifications with indicator variables only nor have they imposed the

aforementioned resource constraints (hence, they were not structural). We demonstrate that an unsaturated

structural CANOVA model with exporter-time, importer-time and asymmetric exporter-importer effects

works almost as well as the saturated CANOVA counterpart in terms of estimating trade costs as well as

country-specific structural parameters.

One insight of the analysis is that, for 31 OECD countries between the years 2000 and 2005, the saturated

CANOVA model suggests that 86% of the observed change in trade flows was due to changes in trade costs

alone. An unsaturated CANOVA model with exporter-time, importer-time, and exporter-importer effects

estimates the contribution of trade costs to the change in trade in the same sample at around 67%. In

comparison to that, customary structural gravity models with parameterized trade-cost functions imply that

the estimated change in trade costs is orthogonal to the observed change in trade flows. Hence, the ignorance

of unmeasured trade costs in empirical gravity models is of fundamental influence for the quantitative insights

gained from the model analysis.

This paper is related to two large strands in the literature on gravity equations. First, the proposed CANOVA

approach is consistent with a structural estimation approach that respects general equilibrium constraints

featured in a large class of modern trade models. It is in line with an iterative estimation approach (for

example see Anderson and Yotov, 2010) and a structural estimation with fixed effects (see Fally, 2014). The

latter shows that the two approaches lead to identical results as long as PPML estimator is employed. How-

ever, we argue that respecting general equilibrium constraints alone does not guarantee unbiased estimates of

trade costs and exporter/importer-specific variables. Moreover, we show that non-linear general equilibrium

constraints are the reason why even small measurement errors in trade costs lead to considerable bias of the

structural gravity variables. Second, the proposed procedure identifies trade costs without relying on the

exact functional form or specific observable variables. We argue that either (and likely both to a certain

degree) could be a source of mismeasurement of trade costs and , consequently, estimation bias. In that

sense, our approach is related to the literature on non-parametric estimation of trade costs (see Henderson

and Millimet, 2008). However, we add a set of constraints absent in that literature such that the trade

costs estimates are consistent with the general equilibrium theory. Hence, in many ways we view these two

existing approaches as complimentary and unify them to recover theory-consistent and unbiased estimates

3Dyadic indicators are ones where the parameters are forced to be identical for trade between a pair of countries, irrespective
which one of the two is the exporter and which one the importer.
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of trade costs.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present a generic modern gravity

equation for data with country-pair and time variation and a set of theoretical constraints on the exporter-

time and importer-time parameters as well as trade costs. In Section 3, we discuss fundamental problems

of the customary treatment of residual trade costs through the lens of a numerical exercise. We propose

remedies for the aforementioned problems with conventional gravity equations based on parameterized trade-

cost functions in Section 4. We demonstrate the advantages of the advocated CANOVA approaches using

real world data on trade flows in Section 5. The last section provides a brief conclusion.

2 The generic structure of gravity models

In the class of bilateral trade models which dominates empirical and quantitative work in international

economics, country-pair-specific trade costs and country-pair-specific preferences have an isomorphic impact

on trade flows. Since these factors cannot be discerned empirically, we will speak of them as trade costs

and generally denote all ad-valorem trade costs on imports of country i from j at time s in logs as τijs.

The partial effect of bilateral trade costs on imports of i from j in s, Xijs, is β < 0. The interpretation

of β depends on the underlying theoretical model. In Ricardian models of comparative advantage, it is a

measure of the dispersion of technology across firms in the exporter country, and in new trade theory models

based on monopolistic competition it reflects the degree of competition and the elasticity of demand for (and

substitution between) differentiated varieties of products contained in the aggregate. We could think of βτijs

as the imports in log differences which are forgone by the presence of τijs ≥ 0. In what follows, we will use

δijs ≡ βτijs for the sake of brevity.

Apart from trade costs δijs, trade flows are determined by exporter-time and importer-time economic vari-

ables ζjs and µis, respectively. For a class of isomorphic trade models bilateral exports or imports can then

be written as

Xijs = exp (ζjs + δijs + µis) , (2.1)

where ζjs and µis are implicit functions of the δijs among all countries at time s through the resource

constraint, whereby total expenditures on tradables must equal total income received (at least, up to some

deficit parameter, Di):
J∑
i=1

Xijs︸ ︷︷ ︸
Total sales of j in s

=

J∑
i=1

Xjis︸ ︷︷ ︸
Total expenditures of j in s

+ Djs, (2.2)

which translates into the respective structural country-time parameters as:

exp(ζjs) =

[∑J
i=1 exp (ζis + δjis + µjs) +Djs∑J

i=1 exp (δijs + µis)

]
; exp(µis) =

[∑J
j=1 exp (ζis + δjis + µjs)−Dis∑J

j=1 exp (ζjs + δijs)

]
. (2.3)

For ζjs and µis to be consistent with the general equilibrium constraints, they must comply with the structure

in (2.3). Notably, they depend on the true δijs. Fally (2014) demonstrates for cross-sectional data that ζj and

µi can be estimated consistently as country fixed effects when using a Poisson pseudo-maximum-likelihood

exponential-family model for estimation as they will automatically satisfy general-equilibrium constraints.

Clearly, this carries over to panel data as well, but the fixed-effect estimates will generally be unbiased
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estimates of the structural model variables only if the data comply with (2.1) and (2.3) and δijs (or τijs)

is measured without error. The point of the present paper is to shed light on the consequences of residual

trade costs which are not accounted for in the structural model constraints and, hence, a mis-measurement

of δijs.

3 Residual trade costs and their consequences

3.1 Residual trade costs in theory

It is evident from (2.3) that the implicit solutions of ζjs and µis will generally be affected by a mis-

measurement of δijs. It is customary in empirical work to decompose δijs linearly into a component that is

parameterized as a function of observables, oijs, and an inherently unobservable component:4

δijs = oijs + uijs =

K∑
k=1

αkok,ijs + uijs, (3.1)

where K denotes the number observables behind oijs. The empirical literature discusses a host of binary

candidate variables ok,ijs, most of which are time-invariant (e.g., land adjacency, common official language,

colonial relationships, or legal origin between countries i and j) and few of which are time-variant (e.g.,

regional trade agreement membership or common currency regime between countries i and j at time s).

Log distance is the most widely-used and important continuous example of ok,ijs, being also time-invariant.

Among others, Eaton and Kortum (2002) and Henderson and Millimet (2008) considered the possibility

of a non-log-linear impact of distance on trade costs. However, the nonparametric evidence provided by

Henderson and Millimet (2008) suggests that assuming a log-linear form does not appear to be harmful,

which is consistent with the findings of Eaton and Kortum (2002), who estimated distance-sextile-specific

fixed effects.5

Once δijs and oijs (or δij and oij in a cross section) are specified, (2.1) is typically rephrased as

Xijs = exp (ζjs + oijs + µis + uijs) , (3.2)

and the terms ζjs and µis are either solved iteratively as implicit functions of oijs, or they are estimated as

fixed effects (i.e., as parameters on country-specific dummy variables). In practice, residual trade costs uijs

are then ignored in both estimation as well as comparative-static analysis (see the respective treatment in all

studies listed in Footnote 4). Apparently, the fundamental consequences of this assumption for estimation

and analysis are not well understood. It can readily be seen that E(ζjsuijs) 6= 0 and E(µisuijs) 6= 0. Hence,

regardless of whether ζjs and µis are erroneously modeled as functions of oijs only or whether they are

modeled as fixed effects, there will be an endogeneity bias, and they will not qualify as viable estimates of

4See equations (29)-(30) in Eaton and Kortum (2002, p. 1760), Anderson and van Wincoop (2004, p. 713), equation (9)
and the surrounding discussion in Helpman, Melitz, and Rubinstein (2008, p. 453), equation (2) in Hanson and Xiang (2009),
equation (1) in Flam and Nordström (2011) and the text on pages 5 and 8, equation (10) in Manova (2013, p. 722), equation
(2) in Archanskaia and Daudin (2014), or the discussion between equations (6) and (7) in Santos Silva, Tenreyro, and Wei
(2014, p. 74) for the specification of such a trade-cost function.

5Apparently, the distance effect is largely non-(log-)linear for transactions within countries, though, and it becomes linear
only when considering larger (such as international) distances (see Hillberry and Hummels, 2008).
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the true country-specific parameters ζjs and µis which are consistent with the general equilibrium constraints

in (2.3) as a function of true trade costs δijs rather than just parameterized ones.

3.2 Numerical evidence of the consequences of residual trade costs

To illustrate the problem of mismeasured trade costs, we undertake a simulation exercise which is based on

a generic gravity model as in equations (2.1) and (2.3) and the parametrization of trade costs in (3.1). For

convenience and without loss of generality, we choose a cross-sectional set-up with J = 31 countries (that

sample size corresponds to the size of the data-set that we will use later in the empirical analysis).

For this set of countries, we perform 1,000 simulations. For each simulation, we draw two J × J matrices

with typical elements oij and uij , respectively. More specifically, we draw oij from a normal distribution

N(−5, 4) and set oii = 0 for all i. We restrict oij < 0 to make sure that observable ad-valorem trade costs are

weakly greater than unity. The moments of this distribution are motivated by data as will become clear in

the following sections, and the results are robust to reasonable perturbations of the mean and the variance

of oij . We draw uij from a standard normal distribution, N(0, 1). Our results are robust to alternative

distributions as long as the variance of uij is non-negligible relative to oij . We will demonstrate in the

empirical section that the variance of uij is typically even larger than assumed here (see the Appendix for

details). Finally, we draw a vector of exogenous trade deficits, Di, from a distribution mimicking trade

deficits in the OECD countries in 2005. However, the subsequent results are robust to assuming zero trade

deficits.

In order to determine the endogenous ζj , µi, and Xij in this cross-sectional setting, we resort to a model

structure similar to Eaton and Kortum’s (2002) which is isomorphic to an endowment-economy model as in

Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) or a multi-country Krugman-type model as in Bergstrand, Egger, and

Larch (2013) (see Arkolakis, Costonot, and Rodŕıguez-Clare, 2010). In order to make the model simple, we

assume perfect symmetry in countries’ labor endowments, Li, and specify Li = L = exp(10). Moreover, we

assume that the first moment of the productivity distribution across firms in the model in any country is

unity. Then, we can generate ζj , µi, and Xij according to the following system of non-linear equations:

J∑
i=1

(wγj p
1−γ
j )β exp(δij)

pβi
Lwi =

J∑
i=1

(
(wγi p

1−γ
i )β exp(δji)

pβj

)
Lwj +Dj , (3.3)

where pβj =

(
J∑
i=1

(wγi p
1−γ
i )β exp(δji)

)
. (3.4)

We set parameters β = −6.5 and γ = 0.3 consistent with Costinot, Donaldson, and Komunjer (2012),

who use productivity data to estimate β for OECD countries, and with Dekle, Eaton, and Kortum (2007),

respectively. This system has J × 2 equations and can be solved for J endogenous wages, wj , and J

endogenous prices, pj which can be structurally transformed to the exporter and importer-specific variables

as follows:

ζj = ln
[
(wγj p

1−γ
j )β

]
, µi = ln

[
(pi)

−βLwi
]
. (3.5)

To shed light on the role of mis-measurement of δij , we first use true values δij to solve the model in (3.3)-

(3.4) and recover unbiased values of ζj and µi. Second, we assume that a researcher only observes oij and
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estimates ζj , µi and δij using data on trade flows, Xij . We then calculate the difference between the values

of ζj + µi based on true trade costs and their counterparts which are based on mis-measured trade costs.

We employ two customary estimation procedures for this analysis: log-linear OLS and Poisson pseudo-

maximum likelihood (PPML) estimation. The former is arguably still the most-widely used estimation

method for gravity models, whereas the latter is widely used in more recent work (see Santos Silva and

Tenreyro, 2006, 2011). As Fally (2014) points out, PPML estimation with fixed country effects guarantees

satisfying the adding-up constraints in (2.3) and is identical to the iterative structural procedures employed

in Anderson and van Wincoop (2003), Anderson and Yotov (2010), or Bergstrand, Egger, and Larch (2013).

Using the 1,000 sets of data on trade flows and observable trade costs, we estimate 1,000 times the following

two versions of the gravity equation:

ln(Xij) = ζj + αoij + µi + uij , and Xij = exp (ζj + αoij + µi + uij) , (3.6)

based on which we compute and report three types of average bias across the 1,000 draws in Figure 1: (i)

the bias in predictions of log total trade flows ln(Xij) denoted by ”·” , (ii) the bias in the estimates of the

sum of fixed effects ζj + µi denoted by ”×” , and (iii) the bias in the estimates of trade costs δij denoted by

”+”.

Fig. 1: Bias decomposition: Log-linear OLS (upper panel) and PPML (lower panel)

In the upper panel of Figure 1, we portray the results for the log-linear OLS model with country fixed

effects, whereas in the lower panel we summarize the corresponding results for PPML. It is evident from the

figure that both log-linear OLS and PPML generate upward-biased estimates of ζj+µi and downward-biased

estimates of δij . However, while log-linear OLS generally produces unbiased estimates of Xij at the median,
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PPML predictions thereof are also downward-biased. By construction of our exercise, the bias in trade-cost

estimates for domestic sales with i = j (presented in the upper-right and lower-right panels) is zero, since

domestic trade costs δjj are assumed to be zero and measured domestic trade costs ojj are set to zero as

well.

Next, we examine whether the bias presented in Figure 1 is statistically significant. For that, we calculate

calculate the 95% confidence interval for each country pair from the 1,000 draws and portray them in Figure

2. For expositional purposes, we order the data in terms of the estimated X̂ij , ôij , and ζ̂j + µ̂i, respectively

(from left to right), in the respective panel, and we report log-linear OLS results in the upper panels and

PPML results in the lower panels of Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Log-linear OLS (upper panel) and PPML (lower panel)

The results in Figure 2 clearly demonstrate that the bias in ôij as an estimate of δij and in ζ̂j + µ̂i as an

estimate of ζj + µi is statistically significant at the median, independent of the estimation method. In the

simulations, PPML seems to perform worse than ordinary least squares in terms of the bias in the estimates

of trade costs and trade flows. The reason for this is a consequence of the result in Fally (2014): PPML

forces the estimates to comply with the general equilibrium conditions in (3.3)-(3.4); if δij is measured with

bias, this must mechanically feed into a bias of ζ̂j + µ̂i. The larger the bias in the estimate of δij is, the

larger is the bias in ζ̂j + µ̂i. Since δij − ôij is larger in absolute value under PPML estimation on average

than with OLS under the present assumptions about the error distribution, the resulting bias in ζ̂j + µ̂i is

also larger. On the other hand, OLS estimates violate general equilibrium constraints and cannot be viewed

as structural variables.
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4 Remedies of the residual trade-cost bias

Exploiting the model structure in (2.1) and (2.3), two remedies for a mis-measurement of trade costs can be

proposed. Either one may be viewed to be based on binary indicator variables (or dummies) only, which are

used to decompose the variance in exports in a form that is nonlinear in (indicator variables and) parameters,

involving a set of constraints. Accordingly, we refer to both of the approaches as constrained analysis of

variance (CANOVA) methods. For an outline of the two approaches, it is useful to refer to S as the number

of periods a cross-section of country-pair data is observed. Clearly, with a single cross section of data, S = 1.

One approach uses the SJ2 observations on aggregate bilateral sales underlying (2.1) and explains them

by SJ(J − 1) country-pair-time-specific indicators for all pairs i 6= j, by SJ exporter-time indicators, and

by SJ importer-time indicators. The parameters on these variables are δijs (δjjs = 0 for all js), ζjs, and

µis, respectively. At first, glance this model involves SJ more parameters, altogether SJ(J + 1), than there

are degrees of freedom. However, the set of SJ equations in (2.3) represent constraints on the relationship

in (2.1), and they imply that µis are redundant at given δijs and ζjs for all countries j and periods s.

Altogether, the SJ(J + 1) parameters to be known in conjunction with the SJ constraints imposed provide

for a unique solution of the system.6 Since only binary indicator variables are used and all degrees of freedom

are exhausted by this approach, we refer to it as a saturated CANOVA model. Clearly, the approach can

be used with panel data as well as with cross-section data on exports (or imports).7 It is key to see that

the problems of mismeasured trade costs addressed in the previous subsections do not emerge with the

saturated CANOVA approach, since all (parameterized and residual) trade costs are always treated jointly

and properly accounted for. The country-time fixed effects ζjs and µis are a function of all trade costs and,

hence, they are unbiased, unlike their counterparts in the traditional approaches that rely on parameterized

trade-cost functions, as will be seen below.

Alternative CANOVA approaches represent unsaturated models. We present two versions of such models

and discuss possible modifications thereof. One we will refer to as Model S and another one as Model P.

Model S assumes that δijs = oSij + uSijs for all i 6= j and all s, where oSij = oSji are symmetric, time-invariant,

pair-specific trade costs. Since this model estimates only (J2 − J)/2 values of trade costs oSij , it consumes

only (J2 + 3J)/2 degrees of freedom for estimation of δijs, ζjs, and µis from J2 observations. Model P

specifies δijs = oPij + uPijs, where oPij may be asymmetric. It uses J(J + 2S − 1) degrees of freedom to

estimate the parameters δPij , ζjs, and µis each from the SJ2 observations.8 These unsaturated CANOVA

6Notice that the solution is unique only up to a scalar: since µis is inversely related to ζjs by (2.3), all ζjs can be arbitrarily
scaled by the same real number, since this normalization will be neutralized through the conditions for µis. Hence, the level
of neither ζjs nor µis or δijs is identified, but only their variance is determined. This means that in the model of Eaton and
Kortum (2002) or of Bergstrand, Egger, and Larch (2013), the average (residual) level of productivity is not discernible from
the average (residual) level of trade costs, since these two enter the model (inversely) in an isomorphic way. For the same
reason, average (residual) exporter-specific taste shifts are not discernible from the average (residual) level of trade costs in the
model of Anderson and van Wincoop (2003). Computationally, we use an algorithm as in Alvarez and Lucas (2007).

7 As mentioned in the introduction, variants of the saturated CANOVA approach in a cross section had been pursued, for
instance, by Burstein and Vogel (2012), Arkolakis, Ramondo, Rodŕıguez-Clare, and Yeaple (2013), Balistreri and Rutherford,
(2012), and Allen, Arkolakis, and Takahashi (2014).

8Notice that, from the view-point of affordable model degrees of freedom, one could modify Model S as δijs = oSijs + uSijs
with oSijs = oSjis. This would permit trade costs to be time-variant but still force them to be symmetric. Hence, one would not

exploit all available but only S(J2 − J)/2 degrees of freedom. One could even combine the latter time-variant version of Model
S with Model P as long as S > 1. Such a model would account for all possible time-variant but symmetric trade cost factors
(such as trade agreement or currency union membership) as well as for all time-invariant, potentially asymmetric trade-cost
factors (such as geography, culture, history, etc.). The latter model would consume (S + 2)(J2 − J)/2 degrees of freedom to
estimate δijs. However, we will provide evidence that Model P performs already quite well so that wasting even further degrees
of freedom seems pointless. This model is also prone to the incidental parameters problem as discussed in the Appendix. As a
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models assume that the zero-mean parameters uSijs and uPijs – which can be interpreted as residual trade

costs in the present context – are small in absolute value. In contrast to the saturated CANOVA model,

the unsaturated models save some degrees of freedom. However, these savings entail a cost: there is now a

gap between measured trade flows and the model, which is a function of uhijs with h ∈ {S, P}. Notice that

(2.3) is based upon estimates ôhijs rather than the true δijs. Hence, there will be a bias, since the terms ζjs

and µis are nonlinear functions of uhijs. Only as long as uhijs is small, this bias will be negligible. However,

the bias will be smaller than in parameterized trade-cost models. The reason is that such models typically

mainly account for time-invariant symmetric observable trade cost factors (such as geographical distance,

common land border, common language, etc.), and that even the few time-variant trade-cost measures in use

(such as trade agreement membership, currency union membership, or bilateral tariffs) are mostly symmetric

and even relatively invariant for the typical country pair over short to moderate time spans of a few years.

Clearly, large trade-cost asymmetries will make the bias of Model S and pooling cross-sections of country

pairs over long periods of time will make the bias of both Models S and P worse. However, the quality of

the approximation can always be checked against the solutions of the saturated CANOVA model.

5 Empirical evidence based on real-world data

In this section, we compare the proposed CANOVA approaches to alternative cross-sectional and panel-data

models in an empirical application using data for 31 OECD countries over the period 2000-06. More precisely,

we use bilateral exports of manufactures (measured inclusive of cost, insurance, and freight) from trade

statistics, construct domestic sales by using manufacturing production together with total manufacturing

exports, and parameterize the observable trade-cost function.

For the latter, we adopt the customary strategy outlined in (3.1), whereby log trade costs are additive in

a parameterized and a residual part, and we use the following 12 observables as measures in oijs similar to

Eaton and Kortum (2002): in terms of six binary variables reflecting sextiles of the distance distribution9

and six binary variables reflecting economic, geographical, institutional, and historical similarities such as

land adjacency, common language, colonial relationship, legal origin, regional trade agreement membership,

and common currency.10 We refer to this parametrization as Model C and indicate associated parameters by

superscript C. As in most of the literature, the parameterized trade-cost function in this model is symmetric,

since all binary indicators involved are symmetric, oCijs = oCjis, and the corresponding constraints ζCjs, and

µCis will inappropriately be based on estimates ôCijs rather than on δijs.

In an alternative parametrization of trade costs, we add J − 1 = 30 binary indicator variables to estimate

exporter-specific trade or market-access costs.11 We refer to the latter specification which involves 30+ 12 =

42 binary regressors as Model A and indicate associated parameters by superscript A. As in Waugh (2010),

the parameterized trade-cost function in this model is asymmetric, oAijs 6= oAjis, and, as with Model C, the

robustness check we have ran Model P using data on 7 consecutive years and found that it virtually explains all variation in
trade flows even for longer time spans.

9The corresponding indicator variables are unity whenever the bilateral distance between two economies falls in the following
intervals, respectively: [0, 375km), [375km, 750km), [750km, 1500km), [1500km, 3000km), [3000km, 6000km), [6000km, +∞).

10All data sources are reported in the Appendix.
11Notice that the columns of binary exporter indicators and the columns of the binary distance sextiles indicators add up

to unity each and, hence, are collinear. Accordingly, only J − 1 exporter-specific indicator variables can be added (or one
constraint has to be placed on the exporter-specific parameters) in Model A. As a consequence, the distance sextile parameters
are not comparable between Models C and A.
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Table 1: Trade Cost Function Parameter Estimates (s = 2005)

Cross section (s = 2005) Panel (s = 2005-2006)

Model C Model A Model C Model A

coef. s.e. coef. s.e. coef. s.e. coef. s.e.

Land adjacency α1 0.77 0.12 0.37 0.07 0.78 0.09 0.36 0.05
Common language α2 0.82 0.12 0.17 0.10 0.83 0.08 0.16 0.07
Colonial relationship α3 -0.29 0.17 -0.28 0.10 -0.27 0.12 -0.26 0.07
Legal origin α4 -0.28 0.15 0.28 0.16 -0.28 0.10 0.28 0.12
Regional trade agreement α5 0.12 0.09 0.29 0.05 0.12 0.07 0.30 0.04
Common currency α6 0.26 0.14 0.09 0.09 0.26 0.10 0.10 0.06
Distance [0, 375km) α7 -0.58 0.07 -0.31 0.07 -0.58 0.05 -0.33 0.05
Distance [375km, 750km) α8 -0.49 0.04 -0.46 0.06 -0.48 0.03 -0.47 0.04
Distance [750km, 1500km) α9 -0.48 0.02 -0.50 0.06 -0.48 0.02 -0.50 0.04
Distance [1500km, 3000km)α10 -0.48 0.02 -0.51 0.05 -0.48 0.02 -0.51 0.04
Distance [3000km, 6000km) α11 -0.62 0.02 -0.56 0.05 -0.61 0.02 -0.56 0.04
Distance [6000km,∞) α12 -0.55 0.02 -0.58 0.04 -0.54 0.01 -0.59 0.03

Standard errors are robust to an unknown form of heteroskedasticity. For brevity, exporter-specific
trade costs component in Model A are not reported.

corresponding constraints ζAjs, and µAis will inappropriately be based on ôAijs rather than on δijs.
12

Naturally, the sample of countries could be easily extended. However, since we account for unbalanced trade

this is of minor importance, here. Also, the number of periods covered could be easily extended but also this

is immaterial, since the saturated CANOVA model could be run for each year separately and the unsaturated

CANOVA model could be run for all subsequent two-year (or longer) periods.

For illustration, we obtain cross-sectional saturated CANOVA results and parameterized cross-sectional

gravity model results for the year 2005. Moreover, we obtain unsaturated CANOVA results as well as

parameterized trade-cost gravity model panel estimates for the period 2005-2006. By design, the cross-

sectional results are based on 31× 31 = 961 observations, while the panel results are based on 31× 31× 2 =

1, 922 observations. For comparison, we illustrate all – the cross-sectional and the panel-based – results for

the 961 observations of the year 2005.

5.1 Parameterized trade-cost versus CANOVA model estimation with cross-

section and panel data

In Table 1, we report the trade-cost parameters estimated by PPML for the two parameterized Models

C and A when being estimated on cross-section data for 2005 (in the left block) versus on two pooled

cross-sections for 2005 and 2006 (in the right block). We suppress exporter-specific trade-cost parameters

for Model A in the table and report the other parameters in the following order: land adjacency (α1),

common language (α2), colonial relationship (α3), legal origin (α4), regional trade agreement membership

(α5), common currency (α6), and the six distance sextiles (α6, ..., α12). The results are in line with those

typically found in the empirical literature estimating gravity equations. Clearly, we have estimated but may

not report the saturated model and also Models S and P in Table 1, since all of the binary covariates are

time-invariant in the sample considered and are fully collinear with country-pair-specific indicator variables

in Models S and P or with country-pair-time-specific indicator variables in the saturated model.

12Our results are robust to including importer-specific rather than exporter-specific trade costs as in Eaton and Kortum
(2010) as well as to including specific indicator variables for domestic sales with i = j as in Anderson and Yotov (2010). The
only difference between these three models is the normalisation. Hence, they all generate identical coefficients on the observable
bilateral trade cost variables (indicators), except for the distance-sextile effects.
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However, we may compare the estimates ôhijs of all of the estimated unsaturated models – including the

parameterized trade-cost-function Models h ∈ {C,A} as well as the un-parameterized, unsaturated Models

h ∈ {S, P} – against the exact, saturated -model results for δijs. Clearly, in the cross-section for 2005, only

results for Models {C,A,S} exist, whereas estimates for Models {C,A,S,P} are feasible with data for at least

two pooled cross sections as for the period 2005-2006. We summarize the corresponding findings in Figure 3

by plotting the data and reporting pseudo-R2s which we define as squared correlation coefficients between

the model predictions and the data (dubbed ρ in the figure).

Fig. 3: Trade costs estimates

The figure is organized as follows. There are three panels in the top block, referring to Models {C,A,S} from

left to right in the cross section, and there are two by two panels in the bottom block referring to the panel

data estimates. The top block suggests that not taking account of trade costs beyond the ones captured by

the 12 covariates in Model C provides for a very bad approximation of trade costs (see the left panel at the

top of Figure 3). However, even accounting additionally for all unmeasured exporter-specific trade costs in

Model A (see the center panel at the top of Figure 3) or for all unmeasured symmetric trade costs in Model
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S (see the center panel at the top of Figure 3) leaves a non-trivial share of δijs unexplained. Accordingly,

uhij2005 accounts for about one-third to one-seventh in the variation of δij2005. Clearly, Models {C,A,S} will

unlikely fare better when being estimated on pooled time-series-cross-section data, since all of them assume

that observable trade costs are time-invariant for the data at hand. The unsaturated Model P turns out to

perform extraordinarily well and explains virtually all of the variation in δijs.

Relative to the other unsaturated models, we should expect the bias of ôPij , as an estimate not only of δijs

but also of the estimates of the associated and implicitly-determined country-time-specific factors ζ̂Pjs and

µ̂Pis, to be negligible. In Figure 4, we report correlations between estimates ζ̂hj2005 + µ̂hi2005 and the true

(saturated -model) values ζj2005 + µi2005 in the same way as for trade costs in Figure 3.

Fig. 4: Fixed effects estimates

The results support the insights from the numerical exercise in Section 3: the bias in trade-cost estimates

feeds into a bias of the combined country-specific effects. Note that for every combination ζjs + µis the

estimated counterparts are not centered along the 45-degree line. For example, for Model C estimated on
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cross-section data, there is a downward and an upward bias in the combination of fixed effects for large and

low trade flows, respectively. Since the bias of trade costs is smallest in Model P among the considered ones,

also the bias in ζ̂Pj2005 + µ̂Pi2005 is smallest.

The bias in trade costs in conjunction with the one in country-specific factors leads to a potential bias in

overall exports at the country-pair level. It is useful to assess the bias across the distribution of bilateral

exports and across estimated models. For that, we split the distribution of export data into deciles, consider

the difference between observed and predicted log exports per model, ln(Xijs) − ln(X̂h
ijs) as a measure of

residuals or bias, introduce d = 1, ..., 10 and D to refer to a decile and the number of observations per decile,

respectively, and define the average bias per decile and year, ēhds, and the mean squared error, σehds:

ēhds =
1

D

∑
Xijs∈d

ln(Xijs)− ln(X̂h
ijs), and σehds =

1

D

∑
Xij∈d

[
ln(Xijs)− ln(X̂h

ijs)
]2
, (5.1)

where h = {C,A, S, P}. We report these two statistics for each decile in Table 2. The results suggest that

Models {C,A,S} substantially overpredict small and underpredict large trade flows, respectively (see the

corresponding values of ēh). The mean-squared error, σehds, is also substantial in these models, especially,

for lower deciles. Hence, structural parameterized gravity models display heteroskedasticity, consistent with

the claims in Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006, 2011). These problems appear to be the smallest for Model P

across all deciles of the distribution of Xijs. At the bottom of Table 2, we also report the mean and variance

of the residuals for domestic sales (where i = j) as well as for all exports across all ten deciles. It turns out

that there is a non-negligible downward bias in Models C and A, while there is some upward bias in Model

S. The bias in Model P is close to zero. The estimates of the mean-squared error, σehds, suggest that Model

P does neither involve a large bias within deciles nor one between deciles of the distribution of observed log

exports.

Table 2: Mean and variance of the residuals

Cross-section (s = 2005) Panel (s = 2005–2006)

Decile ēCds σ2
eCds

ēAds σ2
eAds

ēSds σ2
eSds

ūCds σ2
eCds

ēAds σ2
eAds

ēSds σ2
eSds

ēPds σ2
eP ds

1 -3.27 1.04 -1.96 1.06 -0.64 0.79 -3.28 1.03 -1.99 1.07 -0.63 0.84 -0.04 0.12
2 -2.02 0.62 -0.95 0.42 -0.23 0.41 -2.03 0.61 -0.97 0.43 -0.26 0.45 -0.04 0.05
3 -1.51 0.64 -0.60 0.46 -0.09 0.28 -1.52 0.63 -0.62 0.47 -0.12 0.31 -0.03 0.03
4 -1.13 0.40 -0.39 0.32 -0.09 0.19 -1.14 0.39 -0.41 0.32 -0.10 0.21 -0.03 0.02
5 -0.81 0.30 -0.13 0.17 -0.03 0.09 -0.82 0.30 -0.14 0.17 -0.04 0.10 0.00 0.02
6 -0.65 0.38 -0.14 0.31 0.00 0.08 -0.65 0.38 -0.15 0.31 -0.01 0.08 0.00 0.01
7 -0.33 0.52 0.05 0.36 0.03 0.06 -0.33 0.51 0.03 0.36 0.01 0.06 -0.02 0.01
8 -0.23 0.19 0.06 0.15 0.01 0.05 -0.23 0.19 0.06 0.15 0.00 0.05 -0.01 0.00
9 0.09 0.35 0.17 0.20 0.05 0.04 0.09 0.35 0.17 0.20 0.04 0.04 -0.01 0.00

10 0.32 0.29 0.09 0.11 0.01 0.02 0.32 0.29 0.08 0.10 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00
Intra-trade 0.18 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

All obs. -0.92 1.52 -0.37 0.72 -0.10 0.23 -0.92 1.52 -0.38 0.73 -0.11 0.25 -0.02 0.03

In Table 3, we augment this evidence with pseudo-R2 values13 across different cuts of the data, using the

same vertical organization as in Table 2. Table 3 suggests that all unsaturated models except for Model P

perform poorly in fitting the data on trade flows.14 In particular, one should note the stark differences in

explanatory power of different models across the deciles. The explanatory power of all models except for

Model P is extremely low for smaller levels of exports.15The reason for this is that for small trade flows,

13We define pseudo-R2 as the squared correlation between the (log) data and the (log) model predictions on trade flows.
14Clearly, the saturated CANOVA approach exactly fits the data by definition.
15This is consistent with a form of heteroskedasticity, where the variance of the residual is inversely related to the conditional
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bilateral trade impediments are relatively important. All models have a relatively high explanatory power for

bilateral exports in the highest decile because for such trade flows, trade costs are relatively less important.

Hence, the mis-measurement of trade costs appears particularly important for high levels of trade costs. The

explanatory power for domestic sales is high for all models. Among the unsaturated models, the explanatory

power across all deciles and observations is lowest for Model C and highest for Model P.16

Table 3: Explanatory power of different models

Cross-section (s = 2005) Panel (s = 2005–2006)

decile Model C Model A Model S Model C Model A Model S Model P

1 0.31 0.30 0.55 0.31 0.30 0.53 0.92
2 0.04 0.12 0.25 0.04 0.12 0.22 0.68
3 0.00 0.04 0.10 0.00 0.04 0.09 0.58
4 0.01 0.05 0.12 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.56
5 0.01 0.04 0.18 0.01 0.04 0.15 0.64
6 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.01 0.05 0.14 0.73
7 0.13 0.15 0.39 0.12 0.15 0.36 0.73
8 0.10 0.16 0.25 0.09 0.16 0.25 0.88
9 0.07 0.24 0.62 0.07 0.24 0.58 0.94

10 0.63 0.85 0.96 0.63 0.86 0.96 1.00
Intra-trade 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00

All 0.79 0.89 0.96 0.79 0.89 0.96 1.00

Reported pseudo-R2 values are calculated as the squared correlation between (log) observed trade flows
and (log) predicted trade flows. The results are robust to using levels rather than logs of trade flows.

With the results in Tables 2 and 3 at hand, we come back to the issue of large differences in magnitudes in

the exporter- and importer-specific fixed effects estimates across the different models. In general, the PPML

estimates of the fixed effects fulfill constraints of the kind in (2.3). This means that using biased counterparts

to δijs, namely ôhijs, in those constraints will lead to biased results for µ̂his and ζ̂hjs, since PPML will ensure

that the estimated country-specific fixed effects are proportional to the country-specific total log sales and

log expenditures as outlined in Fally (2014). Notice that for each model h, estimated or fitted domestic sales

fulfill:
Xiis∑j=J
j=1 Xijs

≈ X̂h
iis∑j=J

j=1 X̂
h
ijs

=
exp(ζ̂his)∑j=J

j=1 exp
(
ζ̂hjs + ôhij

) . (5.2)

Moreover, notice that the results in Table 2 suggest that the predictions for log domestic sales are close to

the data as indicated in (5.2) across all countries i and models h, and Fally’s (2014) results suggest that

fitted total sales and expenditures are fitted without bias through the properties of PPML by all models h.

Since the left-hand side of (5.2) is approximately the same across all models, the value of ζ̂hj more or less

solely depends on ôhij . Since exp(ôPij) > exp(ôhij) for h ∈ {A,C, S} (see Figure 3) on average, it must be the

case that, on average, exp(ζ̂Pj ) < exp(ζ̂hj ) for h ∈ {A,C, S} and, due to (2.3), the bias of µ̂hi goes in the

opposite direction of the one in ζ̂hj so that exp(µi) ≈ exp(µ̂Pi ) > exp(µ̂hi ) for h ∈ {A,C, S}.

5.2 Quantifying trade-cost changes and their effects over time

In Section 5, we have demonstrated that the advocated CANOVA approaches avoid a bias not only in trade

costs but also in other (country-specific) structural model parameters and fit the data considerably better

than the alternative models with parameterized trade-cost functions based on cross-sectional and panel data.

model expectation.
16Notice that the explanatory power across all observations is composed of a within-decile component which is reported at

the top of the table and a between-decile component which is not. Hence, the pseudo-R2 for all observations cannot be obtained
as a weighted average of the within-decile pseudo-R2s.
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In this section, we conduct a specific kind of counterfactual analysis to further allude to the importance of

this issue. Specifically, we estimate all cross-sectional models using data for the year 2000 and all panel

models using data for 2000-2001. Using these data, we calculate δij2000 and estimate ôhij2000 for each model

h ∈ {C,A, S, P}. Together with the data and estimates for 2005(-2006), we then have data on trade-cost

changes, ∆δij = δij2000 − δij2005 as well as estimates thereof for each model, ∆ôhij = ôhij2000 − ôhij2005.

Armed with those, we may ask, how much of the change in observed trade flows is accounted for by the

change in exact trade costs only, ∆X̂ij = ln(Xij2005(δij2000)) − ln(Xij2005). We may compare the latter

to the observed change in trade flows (where also other things than trade costs had changed) between

2005 and 2000, ∆Xij = ln(Xij2000) − ln(Xij2005). Moreover, we may assess how much of the change in

observed trade flows is accounted for by the change in estimated (unsaturated model-based) trade costs,

∆X̂h
ij = ln(X̂h

ij2005(ôhij2000))− ln(X̂h
ij2005(ôhij2005)), relative to the exact (saturated model-based) trade costs,

∆X̂ij .

To calculate the counterfactual changes in log exports, ∆Xij(∆δij) and ∆X̂h
ij(∆ô

h
ij), we use the model struc-

ture in (2.1) and (2.3) for solving. This structure ensures that {ζjs, µis} and {ζhjs, µhis} adjust endogenously

to the change in δijs and ôhijs, respectively, ceteris paribus. Continuing to use ∆ to refer to changes of

variables from 2005 to 2000 in logs, we obtain

∆X̂ij = ∆ζ̂j + ∆δij + ∆µ̂i, , ∆X̂h
ij = ∆ζ̂hj + ∆ôhij + ∆µ̂hi , (5.3)

where, after defining xij ≡ X̂ij/
∑J
`=1Xi` and x̂hij ≡ X̂h

ij/
∑J
`=1 X̂

h
i` and following Dekle, Eaton, and Kortum

(2007), we obtain {∆ζ̂j ,∆µ̂i} and {∆ζ̂hj ,∆µ̂hi } from differentiation of (2.3) as:

exp(∆µ̂i) =
exp(∆ζ̂i)

1
β
∑J
k=1Xki∑J

k=1 xik exp
(

∆ζ̂k + ∆δik

) (5.4)

exp(∆ζ̂j)
1
β

[
J∑
`=1

X`j

]
=

`=J∑
`=1

x`j exp
(

∆ζ̂j + ∆δ`j

)
∑k=J
k=1 x`k exp

(
∆ζ̂k + ∆δ`k

) [exp(∆ζ̂`)
1
β

k=J∑
k=1

Xk`

]
+D`, (5.5)

for the saturated model and

exp(∆µ̂hi ) =
exp(∆ζ̂hi )

1
β
∑J
k=1 X̂

h
ki∑J

k=1 x̂
h
ik exp

(
∆ζ̂hk + ∆ôhik

) (5.6)

exp(∆ζ̂hj )
1
β

[
J∑
`=1

X̂h
`j

]
=

`=J∑
`=1

x̂h`j exp
(

∆ζ̂hj + ∆ôh`j

)
∑k=J
k=1 x̂

h
`k exp

(
∆ζ̂hk + ∆ôh`k

) [exp(∆ζ̂h` )
1
β

k=J∑
k=1

X̂h
k`

]
+D`, (5.7)

for the unsaturated Models h = {C,A, S, P}.17 To calculate {∆ζ̂j ,∆µ̂i} we use these equations along with

the identities X̂h
ij = Xij and x̂hij = xij .

We plot the obtained ∆X̂ij (depending on saturated -model changes in exact trade costs) and ∆X̂h
ij (de-

pending on unsaturated -model changes in estimated trade costs) against the data on overall changes in trade

flows, ∆Xij , in Figure 5. In that figure, we also report squared correlations (which we also dub pseudo-R2s

or, in the figure, ρ) between them. The figure is organized in two vertical blocks, where the top refers to

17In counterfactual equilibrium, we keep trade deficits constant relative to world income and expenditures.
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counterfactuals based on cross-section estimates. There, we report the correlation between ∆Xij and ∆X̂ij

(the counterfactual change based on exact changes in trade costs) as a benchmark at the outer left. This

panel suggests that, between 2005 and 2000, most of the change in trade flows accrues to (properly-measured)

changes in trade costs. In comparison from left to right onwards in the top row, the estimated change in

trade costs and the resulting comparative static response in trade flows in Models h ∈ {C,A, S} appears to

have little to do with the observed data. The levels of ρ between these model-based counterfactual changes

and the data are between 0% in Model C, 10% in Model A, and 48% in Model S. Hence, none of the param-

eterized trade-cost models works well and the outcomes between the saturated model and these models are

shockingly unrelated: trade costs explain most of the change in trade in the saturated model and virtually

nothing in the parameterized ones.

Fig. 5: Changes from 2005 to 2000 due to true and estimated trade costs only

With the panel-data regressions in the lower block of Figure 5, we report on Models h ∈ {P,C,A, S} in the

mentioned order from left to right. The picture obtained from Models h ∈ {C,A, S} is virtually the same

as with cross-section estimates at the top, and Model P performs best among all of the unsaturated models

with a value of ρ of 67% (the saturated -model targeted level is 86%). Overall, the mis-measurement of trade

costs is obviously of fundamental importance for counterfactual equilibria.

The poor performance of structural gravity models which rely on parameterized trade-cost functions becomes

also apparent when looking at individual country pairs. For instance, during the period of investigation

(2000-2005), eight of the countries in Central and Eastern Europe (and also Cyprus and Malta) gradually

integrated with and ultimately became members of the European Union. For example, Czech Republic,

Estonia, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia, are covered in our data and joined the European Union in

2004. Though all models suggest that average reductions in trade costs for these countries were the highest

in the sample, only the saturated model and unsaturated Model P closely predict observed changes in Xij .

As in Figure 5, we calculate squared correlations between the predicted and observed changes in exports

but only for this subsample. We find that the saturated CANOVA model and unsaturated Model P exhibit

squared correlation coefficients between the data and the model predictions of 90% and 66%, respectively,
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whereas cross-sectional Models C and A have ones of 0%.

5.3 Explaining trade costs

Structural gravity models with parameterized trade-cost functions such as Models C and A aim at achieving

two things in one step: (i) estimating the partial value of total trade costs for trade, δijs, and, (ii) decomposing

δijs into components which are related to observable variables as the ones used in Models C and A. What we

have demonstrated in earlier sections is that the first goal is not achieved with success, since δijs is largely

different from ôhij , i.e., trade-cost residual uhijs is large in absolute value in Models C and A. However, while

trade costs as a whole might be biased, it still could be the case that the individual contribution of the

kth observable variable to the trade-cost function, α̂kok,ijs in terms of the notation in equation (3.1), is

unbiased. This is interesting to know, if only so-called partial effects of observable trade-cost measures, αk,

rather than general-equilibrium-consistent comparative static effects on trade and welfare are to be estimated.

For instance, one could be interested only in the parameter on regional trade agreement membership. The

parameters αk could be estimated without bias, if E[ok,ij(s)u
h
ijs] = 0 and E[ok,ij(s)(lnXijs − lnXh

ijs)] =

0, whereby observable trade-cost measures would be doubly exogenous. Being doubly exogenous for an

observable trade cost measure means that it has to be independent not only of all unobservable trade-cost

determinants, but it has to be also uncorrelated with the residual of the gravity model. Notice that this

residual, ln(Xijs)− ln(Xh
ijs), consists of two components: unmeasured trade costs, uhijs, and the bias in the

combined country-specific effects, (ζjs + µis)− (ζhjs + µhis). Clearly, even if the former is the case, the latter

is not by construction. The reason is that, by the nonlinear nature of the constraints in (2.3), all measured

and unmeasured trade costs are correlated with (ζjs + µis)− (ζhjs + µhis). It is the latter bias that is avoided

when proceeding in two steps: solving for unbiased trade costs first – as obtained from the saturated model

or the unsaturated Model P – and then decomposing them into their individual components in a second step.

In what follows, we will provide evidence that partial effects of observable trade costs are likely biased for

the two aforementioned reasons: their endogeneity with regard to unmeasured trade costs as well as with the

bias of the country-specific effects. For that, we use exp(δijs) for the year s = 2005 based on the saturated

CANOVA model as a dependent variable in a series of PPML regressions with various factors related to

trade costs. We proceed by assuming exactly the linear decomposition as is usually used in the literature,

consistent with (3.1) and with the specifications in Models C and A. The estimated coefficients and their

standard errors are reported in the first two pairs of columns in Table 4, respectively.

In the absence of a parameter bias, the coefficients and standard errors should be the same for Model C and

A, respectively, as in the left block of results in Table 1. Clearly, this is not the case, but there is a large

difference between these results. For instance, we obtained a parameter on land adjacency (α̂1) in Model

C and Table 1 of 0.77, whereas this parameter is 0.58 in Table 4. Substantial differences are also found

for Model A which may be preferable over Model C, since it accounts for exporter-specific asymmetric trade

costs.

While the parameter estimates in Table 4 are independent of a bias in country-specific effects by design, they

may still be biased due to a correlation with trade-cost factors that are omitted from the specifications in

Models C and A. The chance for such a correlation is not too low at least for Model C, since its parametrization

of the trade-cost function explains less than one-half of the variation in δij2005. The parametrization of Model

A still leaves one-quarter of the variation unexplained. We explore this further by adding importer-specific
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trade-cost effects as in Egger, Larch, and Staub (2012) to the parametrization in Model A, which we refer to as

Model A+. As their exporter-specific counterparts, these effects are set to zero for domestic sales.18 It turns

out that Model A+ adds another 13 percentage points of explanatory power to Model A’s parametrization

so that now 88% of the variation in δijs is explained. The biggest differences between the largest Model A+

and Model A within Table 4 are found for the parameter on adjacency which changes from -0.01 to 0.21.

Table 4: From unobservable to observable trade costs

Model C Model A Model A+? Model C+??

coeff. s.e. coeff. s.e. coeff. s.e. coeff. s.e.
Land adjacency α1 0.58 0.36 -0.01 0.19 0.21 0.09 0.55 0.15

Common language α2 0.90 0.28 0.36 0.19 0.30 0.13 0.31 0.15
Colonial relationship α3 -0.12 0.36 -0.42 0.26 -0.02 0.11 -0.20 0.17
Common legal origin α4 -0.01 0.21 0.40 0.11 0.43 0.06 0.34 0.09

Regional trade agreement α5 -0.33 0.29 0.62 0.23 0.35 0.22 0.40 0.24
Common currency α6 0.50 0.25 -0.03 0.15 -0.11 0.13 0.04 0.16

Distance [0km, 375km) α7 -0.59 0.09 -0.35 0.15 -0.21 0.08 -0.58 0.28
Distance [375km, 750km) α8 -0.36 0.06 -0.42 0.13 -0.39 0.06 -0.65 0.24

Distance [750km, 1500km) α9 -0.45 0.04 -0.54 0.12 -0.44 0.06 -0.66 0.22
Distance [1500km, 3000km) α10 -0.51 0.05 -0.58 0.11 -0.48 0.06 -0.69 0.20
Distance [3000km, 6000km) α11 -0.61 0.04 -0.61 0.10 -0.54 0.06 -0.76 0.19

Distance [6000km ,∞km) α12 -0.50 0.02 -0.60 0.08 -0.55 0.04 -0.66 0.18
Cost to import (per container) φ1 - - - - - - 0.44 0.20

Documents to import φ2 - - - - - - -0.44 0.19
Time to import φ3 - - - - - - -0.80 0.19

Cost to export (per container) φ4 - - - - - - -1.63 0.25
Documents to export φ5 - - - - - - 0.37 0.44

Time to export φ6 - - - - - - 0.07 0.20
Corruption (exporter) ϕ1 - - - - - - -0.69 0.41

Govt. effectiveness (exporter) ϕ2 - - - - - - -0.26 0.44
Political stability (exporter) ϕ3 - - - - - - -0.42 0.10

Regulatory quality (exporter) ϕ4 - - - - - - 0.23 0.52
Rule of law (exporter) ϕ5 - - - - - - -1.64 0.41

Voice and account. (exporter) ϕ6 - - - - - - 0.92 0.35
Corruption (importer) ϕ7 - - - - - - -0.55 0.44

Govt. effectiveness (importer) ϕ8 - - - - - - 0.95 0.38
Political stability (importer) ϕ9 - - - - - - -0.11 0.12

Regulatory quality (importer) ϕ10 - - - - - - -0.96 0.49
Rule of law (importer) ϕ11 - - - - - - 0.42 0.44

Voice and account. (importer) ϕ12 - - - - - - 1.34 0.47
Air connectivity index (exporter) η1 - - - - - - -3.90 4.57
Air connectivity rank (exporter) η2 - - - - - - 0.00 0.00

Air connectivity index (importer) η3 - - - - - - -5.69 3.13
Air connectivity rank (importer) η4 - - - - - - 0.00 0.00

Transport infrastructure (exporter) η5 - - - - - - 3.64 0.28
Transport infrastructure (importer) η6 - - - - - - -0.36 0.31

Air transport intensity (exporter) η7 - - - - - - 2E-07 6E-08
Air transport intensity (importer) η8 - - - - - - -6E-08 9E-08

N 961 - 961 - 961 - 843 -
Fixed effects No - Yes - Yes - - -

Pseudo-R2 0.43 - 0.75 - 0.88 - 0.76 -

Standard errors (in parentheses) are robust to an unknown form of heteroskedasticity. For brevity, exporter and
importer fixed effects are not reported. Reported Pseudo-R2 is calculated as a squared correlation coefficient
between (log) calibrated trade costs and its prediction.
? - Model A+ adds importer fixed effects to the specification of Model A.
?? - Model C+ includes the listed additional observables to the specification of Model C. The number of
observations is smaller in this model than in the other ones due to missing data on the added observables.

18Notice that exporter-specific as well-as importer-specific trade-cost effects can be identified in spite of the netting out of
exporter- (ζjs) and importer-country-specific effects (µis) when deriving δijs. The reason is that exporter trade-cost effects
are not fully collinear with ζjs since the former are zero for domestic sales while the latter are not. The same is the case for
importer trade-cost effects versus µis. As with ζjs and µis, country-specific trade-cost effects for exporters and importers are
not completely separable from each other: the column sums of the exporter country and importer country indicator variable
matrices sum up to unity each, and the column sums of the exporter trade-cost and importer trade-cost indicator variable
matrices sum up to unity each for the subsample of exports (they are zero for the subsample of domestic sales) and, hence, are
collinear. This can be resolved by putting one restriction on either the exporter trade-cost or importer trade-cost effects as we
did with the identification of ζjs and µis. Moreover, the exporter and importer trade-cost effects are collinear with the distance
sextile indicators, since these sum up to unity for exports and to zero for domestic sales as well. Hence, when estimating a
model with distance sextiles and exporter-specific trade-cost effects as in Model A, one constraint has to be put, and when
adding importer-specific trade-cost effects Model A as in Model A+, two constraints have to be put. This leaves the distance
coefficients not directly comparable between Models C, A, and A+.
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Clearly, while it is appealing to account for exporter-specific and/or importer-specific trade-cost effects as in

Model A or A+, it would be interesting to see what is behind those costs. The last pair of columns makes

an attempt of parameterizing these costs by a set of observable country-specific measures.19 One could view

this model as an extension of Model C, since it does not account for unobservable country-specific trade costs

of any kind. Hence, we dub this specification Model C+. It turns out that this attempt is partly successful.

The explanatory power of Model C+ is significantly higher than that of Model C. Obviously, the overlapping

parameter vectors between Models C and C+ are largely different, indicating that the parametrization of

Model C is sensitive to the exclusion of the covariates in Model C+, and those covariates had been seldom

if ever accounted for in earlier work.20 However, the parametrization of Model A+ exceeds the explanatory

power of that of Model C+ by about 12 percentage points (not driven by the difference in sample size).

We plot the second-stage predictions of δij in Figure 6 similar to the upper left two panels of Figure 3.

The figure generally suggests the same insights as Table 4 relative to the benchmark results: the trade-cost

predictions are somewhat better for all models than the ones in Figure 3, and the augmented Models C+

and A+ perform visibly better than their un-augmented counterparts.

Fig. 6: Predicting trade costs

However, 25 percentage points of the variation in trade costs are still unexplained, and the coefficients on

observable trade costs vary to a nontrivial extent across the parameterizations, even within Table 4. This

is aligned with the literature on endogenous trade costs which documents endogeneity even of geographical

distance (see Egger and Pfaffermayr, 2004), common language (see Egger and Lassmann, 2012), trade

agreement membership (see Baier and Bergstrand, 2007), and currency unions (Persson, 2001). Clearly,

19These measures include three sets. One set (φu) includes variables which are largely related to (outward and inward)
transaction costs such as shipping costs per container, time to ship, and the number of documents required to import or export
goods. The second set (ϕm) includes institutional variables that may also constitute significant impediments to international
trade (see Anderson and Marcouiller, 2002). And the third set (ηz) largely captures domestic infrastructure measured by various
logistic and connectivity indices (see Limão and Venables, 2001). A detailed description of variables and of data sources is
provided in the Appendix.

20Notice that the difference between Models C and C+ has two potential roots: the difference in sample size due to the
limited availability of the covariates in the latter model and the endogeneity of the regressors in Model C. However, the results
are robust to running Model C on the subsample used for estimation of Model C+.
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such endogeneity may only emerge as a consequence of omitted variables (see Heckman, 1979). However,

the present analysis adds to that literature by documenting three sources of omitted variables bias: one

accruing directly to the correlation between observable trade-cost measures and unobservable ones, a second

one relating to the correlation of residual trade costs and country-specific structural variables, and the third

one pertaining to the correlation between observable trade costs with the bias in country-specific structural

parameters.

Notice that the potential endogeneity problems underlying at least some of the results in Table 4 – which

do not affect the consistent separation of δijs, ζjs, and µis – could be potentially avoided when not relying

on a linear decomposition of the trade cost function. For instance, this could be achieved when utilizing all

possible interaction terms between the binary indicator variables underlying the respective specifications.

Alternatively, with continuous variables rather than only binary indicator variables in use, one might even

rely on nonparametric estimates. Such an approach has been pursued, for instance, by Henderson and

Millimet (2008). While the latter authors had found that log bilateral international trade appears to depend

on log bilateral international distance in virtually a linear fashion, their results were based on a gravity

model without general equilibrium constraints and of the one-step type (i.e., one where trade costs as such

and the decomposition of the trade-cost function are done together). It would be possible and interesting

to take Henderson and Millimet’s (2008) approach to decompose δijs into its components. Though such an

exercise would go beyond the scope of this paper, we consider it as potentially fruitful.

6 Conclusions

This paper proposes a simple but powerful procedure for estimating gravity equations consistent with general

equilibrium new trade models at minimal data requirements. The researcher only needs largely publicly

available data on bilateral trade flows and domestic sales in conjunction with fixed country-time and country-

pair-time effects. The procedure is consistent with most gravity models applied in empirical international

economics.

We show that the approach outperforms traditional structural models with parameterized trade costs – with

regard to predicting trade costs, country-specific fundamentals, and trade flows – with both real as well as

simulated data. Moreover, the approach outperforms traditional structural models in terms of predicting

calibrated levels as well as changes in trade costs over time, and in gauging the contribution of trade costs

alone to changes in trade flows.

Further merits of the approach are the following. First, it is applicable with sector-level or product-level data.

Second it is straightforwardly amenable to semi-parametric or nonparametric estimation of the contribution

of observable (exogenous or endogenous) trade-cost variables (i.e., with or without instrumental variables)

to overall trade costs in a separate step from the structural decomposition of trade flows into trade costs

and other factors. The reason is that the approach delivers estimates of trade costs in one stage that can

be decomposed more or less flexibly and with or without endogenous observables in a second stage. Finally,

the proposed framework delivers confidence intervals and statistical inference, while obtaining estimates of

trade costs which are extremely close to calibrated counterparts from a saturated model for which statistical

inference is infeasible.
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Appendix A: Data sources

The data on bilateral trade flows in manufacturing (and production) come from the OECD’s STAN Database. The
data-set includes all OECD countries as of 2013 except for Belgium, Iceland, and Luxembourg. We leave them out
either due to data unavailability and/or because of special treatment by the OECD statistics (for example Belgium
and Luxembourg tend to be bundled together). We also had to impute production output of the manufacturing
sector for Australia, Chile, and Turkey from the data on value added from the World Bank’s World Development
Indicators database. All other data sources are reported in Table 5.

Table 5: Data sources
Variable Source Notes
Trade OECD’s Structural Analysis Database: stats.oecd.org in USD, CIF
Land adjacency CEPII’s Gravity” Databases: http://www.cepii.fr/ Dummy variable
Common language CEPII’s “Gravity” Databases: http://www.cepii.fr/ Dummy variable
Colonial relationship CEPII’s “Gravity” Databases: http://www.cepii.fr/ Dummy variable
Common legal origin CEPII’s “Gravity” Databases: http://www.cepii.fr/ Dummy variable
Regional trade agreement CEPII’s “Gravity” Databases: http://www.cepii.fr/ Dummy variable
Common currency CEPII’s “Gravity” Databases: http://www.cepii.fr/ Dummy variable
Distance CEPII’s “Gravity” Databases: http://www.cepii.fr/ in kilometers
Time difference CEPII’s “Gravity” Databases: http://www.cepii.fr/ in hours
Cost to import/export World Bank’s “ Doing Business” Database:

http://databank.worldbank.org/
Cost measures the fees levied on
a 20-foot container in U.S. dol-
lars

Documents to import/export World Bank’s “Doing Business” Database:
http://databank.worldbank.org/

Number of documents

Time to import/export World Bank’s “Doing Business” Database:
http://databank.worldbank.org/

Median time from shipment
point to port of loading

Transport infrastructure World Bank’s “Doing Business” Database:
http://databank.worldbank.org/

Logistics performance index:
Quality of trade and transport-
related infrastructure

Air transport intensity World Bank’s “ World Developmennt Indicators”
Database: http://databank.worldbank.org/

Air transport, registered carrier
departures worldwide

Corruption World Bank’s “World Governance Indicators” Database:
http://databank.worldbank.org/

index (estimate)

Government effectiveness World Bank’s “World Governance Indicators” Database:
http://databank.worldbank.org/

index (estimate)

Political stability World Bank’s “World Governance Indicators” Database:
http://databank.worldbank.org/

index (estimate)

Regulatory quality World Bank’s “World Governance Indicators” Database:
http://databank.worldbank.org/

index (estimate)

Rule of law World Bank’s “World Governance Indicators” Database:
http://databank.worldbank.org/

index (estimate)

Voice and accountability World Bank’s “World Governance Indicators” Database:
http://databank.worldbank.org/

index (estimate)

Air connectivity index Arvis and Shepherd (2011) estimate for 2007
Air connectivity rank Arvis and Shepherd (2011) estimate for 2007

Appendix B: Model P and the incidental parameters problem

One problem of the proposed unsaturated CANOVA approach based on panel data could be that the incidental
parameters problem (i.e., that the number of parameters δij to be estimated is almost proportional to N(N − 1))
mitigates the advantages of nonlinearly-constrained fixed effects estimation relative to relying on observable trade
costs. In this section, we will illustrate that this is not the case. The reason is that the variance in the country-pair-
specific, time-invariant trade cost and preference effects is large so that the variance in δij dominates everything and
the individual parameters can be estimated relatively well. The incidental parameters problem would be pertinent if
the importance of trade costs relative to importer and exporter fixed effects on the one hand and to the remainder
(idiosyncratic) error on the other hand were small. However, the opposite is true. The variance of total trade costs is
much larger than the variance of the fixed country-time effects and of the remainder disturbances together such that
it alone explains a large share of trade.

We illustrate through simulations that trade cost estimates are not biased severely due to the incidental parameters
problem and that Model P provides unbiased estimates not only of trade costs but also of country-time-specific fixed
effects and bilateral trade flows even in the presence of small unobservable, exogenous, idiosyncratic shocks to trade
flows. To inform the simulation procedure, we use the results from model Model P and calculate the variance of the
idiosyncratic error shock, uijs, from the data on trade flows, Xijs, and the model’s prediction, X̂p

ijs, for the years
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2005 and 2006 as follows:

ûijs = ln

(
Xijs

X̂p
ijs

)
. (6.1)

The variance of this term is 0.0256. We use it in the simulation procedure as follows:

Step 1. Draw an N2 × 1 vector of trade costs as δij ∼ N(δ̄, σδ) and specify its elements being the same for two
periods:

δijs = δij . (6.2)

Step 2. Draw a 2N × 1 vector of exporter-time-specific fundamentals, ζis:

ζi,1 = ζi, and ζi,2 = ζi + abs(vi), whith vi ∼ N(0, 0.01), (6.3)

where the value of ζi is taken from the experiments with exogenous trade shocks (in the absence of time)
in the previous subsection.

Step 3. Draw a 2N2 × 1 vector of idiosyncratic shocks to trade flows:

uijs ∼ N(0, 0.0256), (6.4)

where the latter do not affect ζis or δij .

We use these simulated data to estimate Model P, predict trade costs, and examine whether this model permits
estimating δij , combined country-time-specific effects fijs = ζjs+µis, and trade flows ln(Xijs). To keep our simulation
exercise close to the empirical exercise in Section 5, we simulate the model for 31 countries.

Fig. 7: Model P and Monte Carlo simulations

Figure 7 illustrates the bias for one draw with exogenous trade costs and 31 countries. In the left panel, we plot
estimated country-pair fixed effects, δ̂ij , against true trade costs, δij . In the right panel of Figure 7, we plot bij1 =
{ln(Xij1), fij1, δij} for the first year in the generated data against the bias in trade flows in that year.

As with real-world data, the estimated trade costs deviate only to a small extent from their respective true values.
The correlation between the true and estimated trade costs is 0.99, illustrating that the incidental parameters problem
is negligible in this example. The right panel of the figure suggests two insights. First, trade costs and exporter-plus-
importer country-year fixed effects are predicted without systematic bias. Unlike in Figure 1, there is no obvious
systematic relationship between f̂ij1 or δ̂ij and the bias in bij for both variables is centered at zero. Second, the
difference between the estimates and true values of the exporter- and importer-specific effects is orthogonal to the
difference in predicted and true trade flows. Hence, we conclude that Model P recovers estimates that are not
subject to estimation bias. We conduct Monte Carlo simulations for this sample where we perform 1,000 draws. The
calculated bias in trade costs, country-time fixed effects and trade flows are negligible relative to the cross-section
results and amount to -0.0010 , -0.0029, and -0.0038, respectively.
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Appendix C: Moments of the distribution of residual trade costs

In this section, we will illustrate that the moments of the residual trade costs assumed in Section 6 are consistent
with the data. In particular, we are interested in the shape of the distribution as well as the estimated variance of uhij .
To shed light on the latter, we first normalize the difference between (log) trade costs as predicted by the saturated
CANOVA model (for 2005) and (log) trade costs as predicted by Models {C, A, S} as follows:

δij − ôhij = uhij for h = {C,A, S}, (6.5)

where the term uhij is the residual which we center around 0. We then look at the distributions of uhij in Figure 8.
The variance of the measurement error is relatively highest in Model S with σ̂2

χC = 3.17 and lowest in Model S with

σ̂2
χS = 1.51.

Fig. 8: Distribution of χij

Figure 8 suggests that assuming a normal distribution about uhij is suitable. Moreover, the variance of uij assumed
in Section 6 is not too different from the one in the data.
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